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Abstract. Information networks, such as social networks and that extracted from bibliographic data, are changing dynamically over time. It
is crucial to discover time-evolving communities in dynamic networks. In
this paper, we study the problem of finding time-evolving communities
such that each community freely forms, evolves, and dissolves for any
time period. Although the previous t-partite graph based methods are
quite effective for discovering such communities from large-scale dynamic
networks, they have some weak points such as finding only stable clusters of single path type and not being scalable w.r.t. the time period. We
propose CHRONICLE, an efficient clustering algorithm that discovers
not only clusters of single path type but also clusters of path group type.
In order to find clusters of both types and also control the dynamicity of
clusters, CHRONICLE performs the two-stage density-based clustering,
which performs the 2nd-stage density-based clustering for the t-partite
graph constructed from the 1st-stage density-based clustering result for
each timestamp network. For a given data set, CHRONICLE finds all
clusters in a fixed time by using a fixed amount of memory, regardless of
the number of clusters and the length of clusters. Experimental results
using real data sets show that CHRONICLE finds a wider range of clusters in a shorter time with a much smaller amount of memory than the
previous method.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, there is an increasing interest to mining dynamics of information networks that evolve over time. Examples of dynamic networks include network
traffic data [12], telephone traffic data1 , bibliographic data2 , dynamic social network data [6, 14], and time-series microarray data [16], where a dynamic network
is regarded as a sequence of networks with different timestamps (or temporal
intervals). A cluster in dynamic network data, which is also called a community,
typically represents cohesive subgroup of individuals within a network that persists for a specific time interval [12, 14, 2]. That is, a community is cohesive both
in a timestamp network and across time. Identifying communities from dynamic
networks has been paid much attention lately as an important research topic.
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In this paper, we study the problem of finding time-evolving communities
such that each community freely forms, evolves, and dissolves for any time period. Such communities would look like chronicle patterns of a historical diagram.
Figure 1 shows some chronicle patterns of the European historical diagram of
between A.D. 0 and 1,700, where multiple “dynasties” co-existed at the same
period of time or started/ended at different times. Mining chronicle patterns
over dynamic networks would be able to discover some interesting and important knowledge that could be invisible with the previous clustering methods for
static networks. For example, it could find the evolutionary collaborating groups
of researchers from the DBLP data and identify how they evolve as time goes
on.
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Fig. 1. Some chronicle patterns of the European historical diagram.

There have been several approaches for finding communities in dynamic networks. First, the concept of evolutionary clustering has been proposed to capture
the evolutionary process of clusters in temporal data. Several evolutionary clustering methods [4, 13, 10] have been proposed, but they have some drawbacks
such as assuming only a fixed number of communities over time and not being
scalable with data size. Since the forming of new communities or the dissolving of existing communities is quite natural and common phenomena in real
dynamic networks [1], and moreover, the size of real dynamic networks tends
to be large, the existing evolutionary clustering methods could not be very
useful in real applications. Second, there have been some methods to detect
break points through clustering [12, 6]. For example, GraphScope [12] identifies
the change points where the subgroup structure of hosts (or servers) is largely
changed in network communication data. However, they do not allow arbitrary
insertion/deletion of nodes or arbitrary start/stop of communities over time,
which occurs quite often in real dynamic networks, and thus, they could be less
useful for real data. Third, there have been few studies that discover communities by using t-partite graph from temporal data [11, 2]. They perform clustering
for each network, construct a t-partite graph by connecting between similar local
clusters at different times, and find a sequence of local clusters as a community.
Especially, the methods proposed by Bansal et al. [2] explicitly handles dynamic
network data, and the BFS method among them is known to be the most efficient method. It is scalable with the number of nodes, finds a variable number
of communities with arbitrary start/stop over time, and allows arbitrary insertion/deletion of nodes.
Although the existing t-partite graph based method, especially the BFS
method is quite effective for discovering clusters from large-scale dynamic net-
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works, it has also some weak points: (1) finding only stable clusters of single
path (i.e., a sequence of local clusters over time); (2) finding a very small number
of clusters (i.e., the most stable top-k clusters); (3) not being scalable w.r.t. the
length of dynamic networks; and (4) using a large amount of memory depending
on its parameters. All these weak points are caused by the fact that the BFS
method is based on a dynamic programming (DP) algorithm. Besides the clusters
of single path type, actually, there are many cohesive clusters of non-single path
type in t-partite graph. Figure 2 shows an example of t-partite graph over three
timestamp networks. Each network has 3∼4 local clusters. The numbers on lines
between T1 and T2 (or T2 and T3 ) indicate that they have a non-zero similarity.
When k = 1, the BFS method finds a single path cluster c11 c21 c31 because it has
the strongest similarities between local clusters. However, if some members in
c12 transfer to c24 , some members in c13 to c23 , and the members in c23 and c24
are merged into c33 , then there could be another cluster like (c12 c13 )(c23 c24 )c33 ,
where the similarity between (c12 c13 ) and (c23 c24 ) and the similarity between
(c23 c24 ) and c33 might be very high (i.e., very cohesive) although the similarity
of each single path (e.g., c13 c23 c33 ) are not so high. Here, () represents a consolidation of multiple local clusters. We call a cluster of this type as a path group
cluster since there are multiple paths over time in the cluster. The BFS cannot
find the clusters of this type.

Fig. 2. An example of t-partite graph constructed from a dynamic network.

In this paper, we propose a density-based clustering algorithm, CHRONICLE, that efficiently discovers both single path clusters and path group clusters.
For finding clusters of both types, CHRONICLE performs the density-based
clustering in two stages: the 1st-stage density-based clustering for each timestamp network and the 2nd-stage density-based clustering for the t-partite graph.
In case of the previous BFS method, it only performs the 1st-stage clustering
and finds single path clusters by using a DP algorithm. A density-based clustering approach has several advantages such as discovering clusters of arbitrary
shape, handling noise, and being fast. These features allow us to find a wider
range of clusters (i.e., not only single path clusters, but also path group clusters)
in an efficient way. As the length of dynamic networks, the number of clusters,
or the length of cluster (i.e., path length) increases, the running time and the
amount of memory usage of the BFS method largely increase. Using disk for sav-
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ing the amount of memory would cause performance degradation. In contrast,
for a given data set, CHRONICLE finds all clusters in a fixed time by using a
fixed amount of memory, regardless of the number of clusters and the length
of clusters. The density parameter ε allows us to control both the number of
clusters and the dynamicity of communities. Here, the dynamicity indicates how
much communities change over time.
Our proposed algorithm, CHRONICLE, has the following key features:
– Discovering a variable number of communities with arbitrary start/stop over
time in dynamic networks
– Finding a wide range (i.e., stable and dynamic) communities of both single
path type and path group type
– Being scalable w.r.t. the length of dynamic networks
– Being fast and using only a small amount of memory irrespective of both the
number of clusters and the length of clusters
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the most
related piece of work, the BFS method [2]. Sections 3 presents our CHRONICLE
algorithm, and Section 4 the results of experimental evaluation. Finally, Section 5
concludes the study.

2

RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly explain the BFS method [2]. Given a dynamic network
G = {G1 , . . . , Gt }, the BFS method first finds local clusters for each timestamp
network Gi by using the biconnected component algorithm. Actually, biconnected components are not very good clusters for network/graph data. There
are many other better methods using well-known measures such as min-max
cut, normalized cut, modularity, betweenness, and structural similarity. Bansal
et al. mentioned the BFS method used biconnected components as local clusters
for simplicity and fast mining. After clustering for each timestamp network, the
BFS method constructs a t-partite graph by connecting between similar local
clusters at different times. The core and unique part of the BFS method is finding
the most stable top-k clusters of length at least lmin over the t-partite graph.
For finding top-k paths of length lmin , the BFS method needs to maintain
up to lmin heaps of size k for each node cij of the t-partite graph. We denote this
heap as hxij (1 ≤ x ≤ lmin ), where each hxij contains at most k entries. During
scanning each node cij of each partite of the t-partite graph from 1 to t, the BFS
method calculates top-k (or fewer) highest weighting subpaths of length x ending
at cij (1 ≤ x ≤ lmin ). This task is easily performed by merging the subpaths in
the heaps of the previous partite, i.e., hxi0 j 0 (i0 < i) with the subpaths in the
current heaps, i.e., hxij , where ci0 j 0 and cij are connected in the t-partite graph,
and choosing new top-k subpaths. For finding paths of length greater than lmin ,
the BFS method should maintain additional data structure to contain the top
scoring paths of all length greater than lmin for each cij .
In fact, the BFS method is a modified version of the Viterbi algorithm,
a DP algorithm for finding the most probable state path in Hidden Markov
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Model (HMM). The original Viterbi algorithm does not need to maintain heaps
like hxij because it finds only the top-1 state path of the same length with a
given sequence. In contrast, the BFS method requires lmin heaps of size k because it finds the top-k paths of length at least lmin . Although the BFS method
has a strong point that finds the exact top-k paths by using a DP algorithm,
it consumes a large amount of memory due to a lot of heaps, and moreover,
such memory consumption increases as the length of dynamic network nts , the
number of clusters k, or the minimum length of clusters lmin gets larger. The
excessive computation for heaps also incurs an increase of running time. Using
disk swapping might save memory, but it would also cause an additional performance degradation. Besides, the BFS method tends to discover only a small
number of very stable clusters that are hardly changed over time. However, many
applications might need to find not only a small number of stable clusters, but
also a large number of various clusters enough to capture the structure of the
entire dynamic network.

3

CHRONICLE ALGORITHM

In this section, we present the three parts of our CHRONICLE algorithm, the
1st-stage clustering, constructing t-partite graph, and the 2nd-stage clustering
in Sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3, respectively.
3.1

The 1st-Stage Clustering

In this section, we briefly present the 1st-stage density-based clustering method,
which we denote as CHRONICLE1st , to find all local clusters for each timestamp
network. We define a dynamic network G as a sequence of networks Gi (Vi , Ei ),
i.e., G = {G1 , . . . , Gt }.
For similarity measure, CHRONICLE1st uses the cosine similarity (or structure similarity) [9, 15], which is one of the well-known measures for network data.
Definitions 1∼2 show the concept of the structural similarity. Intuitively, σ(v, w)
indicates how many nodes v and w share w.r.t. the overall number of their adjacent nodes including themselves. By definition, σ(v, w) becomes non-zero only
if v is directly connected to w with an edge. The value of σ(v, w) is in the range
0.0∼1.0 and especially becomes 1.0 when both v and w are in a clique.
Definition 1. The neighborhood N (v) of a node v ∈ V is defined by N (v) =
{x ∈ V | hv, xi ∈ E} ∪ {v}.
Definition 2. The structural similarity σ(v, w) of a node pair (v, w) ∈ V × V
is defined by
|N (v) ∩ N (w)|
σ(v, w) = p
.
|N (v)| × |N (w)|
CHRONICLE1st is actually equivalent to the SCAN algorithm [15], which
is again basically the same with the original density-based clustering algorithm
DBSCAN [5], but uses the structural similarity as the distance measure between
two nodes instead of Euclidean distance. With the notions of density-based clustering, CHRONICLE1st finds a high density subset of nodes, i.e., a topologically
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dense subgraph like a quasi-clique, as a cluster in each Gi . Figure 3 shows an
example network and four local clusters found by CHRONICLE1st over the network. After clustering, there remain some nodes that have relatively low similarity with its adjacent nodes, and thus, do not belong to any cluster. Such nodes
are considered noises by the notions of density-based clustering. We skip the
explanation of how to determine two density parameters µ and ε since it is not
a core part of this paper and there are some methods for it.

Fig. 3. An example network and four local clusters.

3.2 Constructing t-Partite Graph
CHRONICLE constructs a t-partite graph from the 1st-stage clustering result.
This is performed by connecting between two local clusters cij and ci0 j 0 (i0 < i)
that have a non-zero similarity (or affinity). For a similarity measure, there are
many candidates, and Jaccard coefficient Jaccard(cij , ci0 j 0 ) would be a good
candidate. For example, if |cij | = 6, |ci0 j 0 | = 8, and cij and ci0 j 0 have four
4
common nodes, then Jaccard(cij , ci0 j 0 ) = 6+8−4
= 0.4. We might be able to
connect between two local clusters in non-adjacent timestamp networks Gi0 and
Gi (|i0 − i| > 1), where we call g = |i0 − i| as a gap, but we only deal with
the case of g = 1 in this paper due to space limit. Each link between a pair
of nodes of t-partite graph has its own weight based on the similarity between
the corresponding local clusters. Hereafter, we call a connection between two
different partites in the t-partite graph as a link for discriminating it from normal
edges. We also denote the t-partite graph as T .
Besides links, CHRONICLE also connects two local clusters in the same
partite that have inter cluster edges (simply, ic-edges) between them. Let νj be
the number of edges with one endpoint in cij and the other endpoint in cij ,
where cij denotes the complement of cij , and let ωj be the number of edges
with both endpoints in cij . We denote the number of edges with one endpoint
in cij and the other endpoint in cij 0 as νjj 0 and denote νj + ωj = τj , which is
equal to the sum of degrees of nodes in cij . Then, we define a similarity measure
νjj 0
InterEdge(cij , cij 0 ) = τj +τ
for two local clusters in the same network. As two
j0
local clusters cij and cij 0 are more tightly connected with more ic-edges, the
value of InterEdge(cij , cij 0 ) increases. CHRONICLE uses these ic-edges for the
2nd-stage clustering. In Figure 2, the dashed line between c12 and c13 and that
between c23 and c24 represent ic-edges. We denote the nodes, links, and ic-edges
of T as VT , LT , and ET , respectively.
3.3 The 2nd-Stage Clustering
Similarity measure. In this section, we present the similarity measure for
the 2nd-stage clustering method CHRONICLE2nd . Different from a timestamp
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network Gi , the t-partite graph T has weights on each link/ic-edge, and has time
semantics from T1 to Tt . Thus, our similarity measure, general similarity (GS),
for CHRONICLE2nd considers those two features of T .
The key concept of GS is the integration of the structural affinity (SA) and
weight affinity (WA) between two nodes so as to discover both single path clusters
and path group clusters. GS is defined as in Eq. 1. We just use the structural
similarity σ(v, w) as SA(v, w). If we only use SA(v, w) instead of GS as a measure
for T , the clustering result could be awkward. For example, in Figure 2, σ(v, w)
would identify c22 c32 as a very strong cluster since σ(c22 , c32 ) = 1 even though
its weight is just 0.4.
GS(v, w) = SA(v, w) × W A(v, w)
(1)
For considering time semantics of t-partite graph, CHRONICLE2nd restricts
the scope of measuring similarity to each bipartite within time interval [i, i + 1].
Figure 4 shows the general case of the relationship between v in Ti and w in
Ti+1 in T . When measuring the similarity between v and w, CHRONICLE2nd
only takes account of nodes and links/ci-edges within time interval [i, i + 1]
except the links within time interval [i − 1, i] and those within time interval
[i + 1, i + 2]. This restriction prevents that the links of such outside timestamps
affect the similarity of v and w, and at the same time, allows CHRONICLE2nd
to find clusters in an on-line fashion, i.e., perform incremental clustering for a
new timestamp network Gt+1 . Unless having such restriction, the nodes in two
extreme partites of T , i.e., T1 and Tt would always have some distorted similarity
values due to the imbalanced number of neighborhood nodes.

…

a

c

v

w

b


d
  

…

Fig. 4. The general case of the relationship between v of Ti and w of Ti+1 .

The sub-similarity measure SA gives a cohesive path group a chance to be
found as a cluster. In Figure 4, every pair of v and w would have zero or more
neighborhood nodes. If there is no neighborhood, v and w forms a simplest biclique, and so, the weight itself between v and w determines the overall similarity
between them. However, if there are some neighborhood nodes, we consider that
not only the weights on links or ic-edges, but also the structural cohesion between
them affects the overall similarity. That is, the more common neighborhood
nodes v and w share compared with all their neighborhood nodes, v and w
receive a high score of structural affinity. For example, in Figure 2, four links
of c12 c23 , c12 c24 , c13 c23 , and c13 c24 belong to the bi-clique of {c12 , c13 , c23 , c24 },
and so, all their structural similarities become 1.0 just like a single path. This is
reasonable since it gives a chance to a group of paths that have weak similarities,
but are highly intertwined, to be found as one strong cluster of path group type.
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The sub-similarity measure weight affinity WA considers the weights of links/icedges between v and w including common neighborhood nodes. WA is defined
as in Definitions 3∼4. Intuitively, Φ(v, w) in Definition 3 represents the sum of
weights conveyed from v to w through their common neighborhood nodes. WA
is a weighted combination of a direct affinity between v and w, i.e., φ(v, w), and
a indirect affinity between v and w, i.e., Φ(v, w). This combination indicates the
expected maximum possible affinity between two consolidations of v and w with
their common neighborhood nodes (e.g., affinity between {a, b, v} and {c, d, w}
in Figure 4). The parameter α allows user to control the weights of the direct
and indirect affinities.
Definition 3. Let φ(v, w) be a similarity weight between v and w, and Ω(v, w)
common neighborhood nodes of v and w, i.e., Ω(v, w) = (N (v) ∩ N (w) − {v, w}).
The common neighborhood weights Φ(v, w) of between v ∈ Vi and w ∈ Vi+1 is
defined by
X
Φ(v, w) =
(φ(v, x) + φ(x, w)).
x∈Ω(v,w)

Definition 4. The weight affinity W A(v, w) of a node pair (v, w) ∈ Vi × Vi+1
is defined by
W A(v, w) = α · φ(v, w) + (1 − α) · Φ(v, w), f or 0 ≤ α ≤ 1.
Finally, CHRONICLE2nd gives a high general similarity GS score to a pair of
nodes whose both SA and WA are high. For example, in Figure 2, SA(c12 , c23 ) =
1 since c12 and c13 are a part of the bi-clique, and, when α = 0.5, W A(c12 , c23 ) =
0.5 × 0.6 + 0.5 × (0.5 + 0.5) = 0.8. Thus, GS(c12 , c23 ) = 1 × 0.8 = 0.8. Likewise,
GS(c12 , c24 ) = 1 × 0.85 = 0.85, GS(c13 , c23 ) = 1 × 0.9 = 0.9, and GS(c13 , c24 ) =
1 × 0.75 = 0.75.
Notions of density-based clustering. We summarize the notions of densitybased clustering using the GS measure for t-partite graph through Definitions
5∼11. The similar notions are used in other density-based clustering methods
such as DBSCAN [5], SCAN [15], and TRACLUS [8] for points, static network,
and trajectory data, respectively. However, different from those methods, our
notions consider time semantics existing in T . The CHRONICLE2nd using this
notions takes two density parameters, µ and ε, and discovers all subgraphs with
high GS scores as clusters (i.e., communities) on T .
Definition 5. The ε-neighborhood Nε (v) of a node v ∈ VT is defined by Nε (v) =
{x ∈ N (v) | hv, xi ∈ LT ∧ GS(v, x) ≥ ε}.
Definition 6. A node v ∈ VT is called a core node w.r.t. ε and µ if |Nε (v)| ≥ µ.
We note that CHRONICLE2nd considers only the nodes connected with v
not by ic-edges but by links as the candidates of Nε (v) in order to expand a
cluster in the direction of time. We also note that v ∈ N (v) and GS(v, v) = 1 in
Definition 5, and so, the value of |Nε (v)| is always at least 1 in Definition 6.
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Definition 7. A node x ∈ VT is gs-direct reachable from a node v ∈ VT w.r.t.
ε and µ if (1) v is a core node and (2) x ∈ Nε (v).
Definition 8. A node vj ∈ VT is gs-reachable from a node vi ∈ VT w.r.t. ε
and µ if there is a chain of nodes vi , vi+1 , . . . , vj−1 , vj ∈ VT such that vi+1 is
gs-direct reachable from vi (i < j) w.r.t. ε and µ.
Definition 9. A node v ∈ VT is gs-connected to a node w ∈ VT w.r.t. ε and µ
if there is a node x ∈ VT such that both v and w are gs-reachable from x w.r.t.
ε and µ.
Definition 10. A non-empty subset S ⊆ VT is called a gs-connected cluster
w.r.t. ε and µ if S satisfies the following two conditions:
(1) Connectivity: ∀v, w ∈ S, v is gs-connected to w w.r.t. ε and µ
(2) Maximality: ∀v, w ∈ VT , if v ∈ S and w is gs-reachable from v w.r.t. ε and
µ, then w ∈ S.
We note that the gs-reachability is the transitive closure of direct gs-reachability, and it is asymmetric. It is only symmetric for a pair of core nodes. However,
the gs-connectivity is a symmetric relation, which is an important property for incremental clustering because it guarantees the consistency of the clustering result
regardless of whether performing batch clustering for the whole T or performing
incremental clustering for every bipartite of T ,i.e., {hT1 , T2 i, . . . , hTt−1 , Tt i}.
Definition 11. Let P be a set of gs-connected clusters found by Definition 10.
A node v ∈ VT is a noise if v is not contained in any cluster of P .
CHRONICLE2nd algorithm. Algorithm 1 outlines the pseudo-code of the
CHRONICLE2nd algorithm for batch clustering. CHRONICLE2nd makes one
scan over a t-partite graph T = hVT , LT , ET i and finds a set of gs-connected
clusters CR = {Ci } w.r.t. ε and µ. Since there could exist many small-sized
clusters composed of only two nodes like c22 c32 in Figure 2, we set µ = 2 in most
cases for not missing them.
For each node of T , there are two kinds of labels: UNCLASSIFIED and
NON MEMBER. At first, all nodes are labeled as UNCLASSIFIED (line 2). If
there is a node that is not classified yet (line 3), CHRONICLE2nd checks whether
the node is a core node (line 4). If the node v is a core node, CHRONICLE2nd
finds a gs-connected cluster containing v and adds the cluster to CR (line 5).
Otherwise, CHRONICLE2nd labels the node as NON MEMBER (line 7). After
finding all clusters, the NON MEMBER nodes can be further classified into
outliers or hubs by whether the node has edges to only one cluster or multiple
clusters, respectively, although the corresponding codes are not presented in the
algorithm.
Algorithm 2 outlines the pseudo-code of the FindCluster algorithm, a subroutine of CHRONICLE2nd . FindCluster finds all nodes that are gs-reachable
from a given seed node v. It starts with inserting v into a queue Q (line 2).
Then, FindCluster searches those nodes by repeating the following steps until
Q is empty: (1) calculating the direct gs-reachable nodes R from the front node
x of Q; (2) inserting the part of R into Q; and (3) deleting x from Q (lines
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Algorithm 1 CHRONICLE2nd
Input: (1) t-partite graph T = hVT , LT , ET i,
(2) Minimum number of nodes µ,
(3) Similarity threshold ε.
Output: Communities CR = {Ci }.
1: CR ← ∅;
2: ∀v ∈ V : v ← UNCLASSIFIED;
3: for each UNCLASSIFIED node v ∈ V do
4:
if v is a core node then
5:
CR ← CR ∪ f indCluster(v);
6:
else
7:
v ← NON MEMBER;
8: return CR;

Algorithm 2 FindCluster
Input: (1) A core node v,
(2) T , µ, ε.
Output: A gs-connected cluster C.
1: C ← ∅;
2: Q.push(v);
// Q is a queue
3: while Q.empty() = false do
4:
x ← Q.f ront();
5:
R ← {y ∈ V | y is direct gs-reachable from x};
6:
for each y ∈ R do
7:
if y is UNCLASSIFIED then
8:
C ← C ∪ {y};
9:
Q.push(y);
10:
if y is NON MEMBER then
11:
C ← C ∪ {y};
12:
Q.pop();
13: return C;

3∼5, 9, 12). For each node y of R, FindCluster inserts y into a result cluster C
and a queue Q if y is UNCLASSIFIED (lines 8∼9), or inserts y only into C if
y is NON MEMBER (line 11). Here, that y is NON MEMBER means that y is
visited before and is not a core node.
The time complexity of the CHRONICLE2nd algorithm is O(2·|LT |+2·|ET |).
It is because the algorithm visits each node v ∈ VT only once and checks the GS
scores between v and its neighborhood nodes. We note that this complexity is
not affected by the number of clusters or any parameters such as µ, ², and α.
Example 1. Consider performing CHRONICLE2nd for the t-partite graph in Figure 2 with the parameter setting of α = 0.5, µ = 2, and ε = 0.7. First, the single
path of c11 c21 c31 is easily found as a cluster since those three nodes form a gsconnected cluster, where they all are core nodes satisfying GS(c11 , c21 ) = 0.9 ≥ ε
and GS(c21 , c31 ) = 1.0 ≥ ε. Next, the path group of (c12 c13 )(c23 c24 ) is also found
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as another cluster since those four nodes form a gs-connected cluster with satisfying GS(c12 , c23 ) = 0.8 ≥ ε, GS(c12 , c24 ) = 0.85 ≥ ε, GS(c13 , c23 ) = 0.9 ≥ ε,
and GS(c13 , c24 ) = 0.75 ≥ ε. The remaining nodes {c22 , c32 , c33 } are identified as noises due to their low GS scores with their neighborhood. However,
if we loosen the threshold ε to 0.6, the path group of (c12 c13 )(c23 c24 )c33 is
found as a cluster instead of (c12 c13 )(c23 c24 ) because GS(c23 , c23 ) = 0.6 ≥ ε
and GS(c24 , c33 ) = 0.6 ≥ ε. Here, the nodes {c22 , c32 } are still identified as
noises, which would be found as a cluster when ε decreases into 0.4.
¤
Online version of CHRONICLE2nd . Although we present CHRONICLE2nd
for batch clustering in Algorithm 1, the online version of CHRONICLE2nd ,
i.e., incremental clustering can be easily performed under the same concept.
When a new timestamp network Gt+1 arrives, we perform the 1st-stage clustering CHRONICLE1st for Gt+1 , and obtain a new partite of T , i.e., Tt+1 by
calculating links and ic-edges within time interval [t, t + 1]. Then, we perform
CHRONICLE2nd on the bipartite graph {Tt , Tt+1 } while maintaining the community ID of each node in Tt . Since CHRONICLE2nd only takes account of
nodes and links/ci-edges within time interval [i, i + 1] for calculating the similarity, and at the same time, the gs-connectivity is a symmetric relation, this
incremental clustering does not hurt the consistency of a new clustering result
compared with the past clustering result for {T1 , . . . , Tt }. In Example 1, suppose
that we perform the initial clustering on the first bipartite {T1 , T2 }, then incremental clustering on the second bipartite {T2 , T3 } under the parameter setting
of α = 0.5, µ = 2, and ε = 0.6. As a result of the first clustering for {T1 , T2 },
two clusters c11 c21 and (c12 c13 )(c23 c24 ) are found, which we assign community
ID 1 and 2, respectively. As a result of the second clustering for {T2 , T3 }, two
clusters c21 c23 and (c23 c24 )c33 are found, and we already know the community
IDs of c21 and (c23 c24 ) are 1 and 2, respectively, and thus, we finally obtain the
same clustering result with that in Example 1 by assigning the community IDs
1 and 2 to c23 and c33 , respectively.

4

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of our algorithm
CHRONICLE compared with the previous state-of-art t-partite graph based
method, the BFS method. We describe the experimental data and environment
in Section 4.1, and present the comparison results in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
4.1 Experimental Setting
We use real dynamic network data set, the DBLP data3 . We regard authors
as nodes, co-authorships as edges, and years as timestamps. We extract the
bibliographic information of all journals and conferences of the years from 1993
to 2007 (i.e., 15 years). By filtering authors of low number of publications, we
generate four data sets of 15,000 authors, 30,000 authors, 60,000 authors, and
120,000 authors. We call each data sets as DBLP-15K, DBLP-30K, DBLP-60K,
and DBLP-120K, respectively.
3

http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/∼ley/db
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In both the CHRONICLE algorithm and the BFS method, the 1st-stage
clustering and the 2nd-stage clustering are independent with each other, and
the key part of them is the 2nd-stage clustering. Since the quality of the 1ststage clustering results of the BFS method (i.e., biconnected components) are not
as good as those of CHRONICLE1st , and at the same time, in order to be fair
in our comparison, we use the t-partite graph constructed by CHRONICLE1st
as an input t-partite graph for the BFS method. For all the 1st-stage clustering,
we use µ = 3 and ε = 0.6.
To compare the efficiency, we measure the elapsed time and memory usage of
both CHRONICLE2nd and the BFS method while varying the data size and the
number of timestamps, nts . In case of CHRONICLE2nd , the elapsed time and
memory usage are not affected by the parameters µ, ε or α. On the contrary, in
case of the BFS method, the performance is largely affected by the parameters k
or lmin . Thus, we also measure the elapsed time and memory usage of the BFS
method while varying k and lmin . For CHRONICLE2nd , we set α = 0.5, µ = 2,
and ε = 0.5.
The BFS method and CHRONICLE2nd performs some different mining task
with different purpose for t-partite graph. Moreover, there are no explicit ground
truth answers for communities in the DBLP data. Thus, it is very difficult to
evaluate the effectiveness by using common measures such as precision/recall.
Instead, we measure how many clusters of the BFS method are overlapped with
those of CHRONICLE2nd , i.e., how much the result of CHRONICLE2nd contains
the result of the BFS method. We note that, while the BFS method discovers
the exact top-k clusters based on a DP algorithm, CHRONICLE2nd discovers
less exact but more various clusters, where the variousness is controlled by ε. Let
CRBF S be a set of clusters of the BFS method, and CRcommon a set of clusters
of the BFS method overlapped with those of CHRONICLE2nd . We measure the
common |
ratio between the sizes of two sets, |CR
|CRBF S | while varying ε and k. In order to
show the effectiveness of path group type clusters of CHRONICLE2nd , we also
measure the average similarity of clusters across time by using Jaccard coefficient
for both single path type and path group type while varying ε.
We conduct all the experiments on a Pentium Core2 Duo 2.0 GHz PC with
2 GBytes of main memory, running on Windows XP. We implement our algorithm andthe BFS method in C++ using Microsoft Visual Studio 2005.
4.2 Results of Efficiency
Figures 5∼7 show the result of efficiency evaluation of the BFS method and
CHRONICLE2nd . In Figure 5, CHRONICLE2nd has the better efficiency than
the BFS method as the number of nodes and the number of timestamps increase. Especially, since the BFS method needs to maintain paths of all lengths
greater than lmin , its performance gets much worse as nts gets longer as in
Figure 5(a). In Figure 6, the performance of the BFS method is much more degraded as k and lmin increase due to heavy computation for heaps, whereas
that of CHRONICLE2nd is the same regardless of the parameters µ and ε.
In Figure 7, the amount of memory usage of the BFS method also largely increases as k and lmin get larger due to the increased heap usage, whereas that
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of CHRONICLE2nd is the same regardless of µ and ε since it uses only two
fixed-size data structures: t-partite graph itself and status list for checking UNCLASSIFIED/NON MEMBER.

Fig. 5. Elapsed time of varying nts and the data size (k = 20, lmin = 3).

Fig. 6. Elapsed time of varying k and lmin (data set = DBLP-30K, nts = 10).

Fig. 7. Memory usage of of varying k and lmin (data set = DBLP-30K, nts = 10).

4.3 Results of Effectiveness
common |
Figure 8(a) shows |CR
while varying k of the BFS method and ε of
|CRBF S |
CHRONICLE2nd . Even though CHRONICLE2nd discovers a wide range clusters instead of only the most stable clusters, its clustering result includes a fairly
high percentage (about 0.7∼0.9) of the clustering result of the BFS method at the
moderate density threshold ε = 0.5. Thus, a user can obtain the approximated
top-k clusters by sorting the clusters found by CHRONICLE2nd . Figure 8(b)
shows that not only the clusters of single path type but also the clusters of
path group type have a high similarity across time with the similarity becoming
stronger as ε increases. This means that the dynamicity of both type clusters is
controlled by ε.
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Figure 9 shows examples of author’s communities of single path type and
path group type. Our CHRONICLE algorithm finds dynamic communities of
single path type as in Figure 9(a) as well as communities of path group type as
in Figure 9(b), whereas the BFS method cannot find both communities.

common |
Fig. 8. The result ratio of |CR
and the average similarity across time of clusters
|CRBF S |
of CHRONICLE2nd (data set = DBLP-30K, nts = 10).
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(a) An example of author ’s community of single path type (Avg. Similarity = 0.691).
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(b) An example of author ’s community of path group type (Avg. Similarity = 0.650).

Fig. 9. Examples of author’s communities (data set = DBLP-30K).

5

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a two-stage density-based clustering algorithm,
CHRONICLE, that efficiently discovers time-evolving communities over largescale dynamic networks. By performing the density-based clustering in the 2ndstage for t-partite graph, CHRONICLE2nd finds both single path clusters and
path group clusters, and at the same time, achieves a very high performance
compared with the previous BFS method. Through extensive experiments over
the DBLP data set, we have shown the effectiveness and efficiency of CHRONICLE, especially, that CHRONICLE2nd is far more scalable than the BFS method
with respect to the length of dynamic network and the parameter values.
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